Across
1. Tacky newspaper
4. Piccolo’s big sister
9. Stroke of a violin or cello
14. Yoko ____
15. Monday in Madrid
16. Come in second, as in a horse race
17. Rowdy crowd
18. Belonging to Ms. Thompson
19. Oxidizes
20. The clinical conference of mirth and medicine*
22. Broken ribs are an example of this type of injury*
23. ____ It Romantic
24. “Eureka!”
25. Refugee from Eden
26. Books such as “Chronic Pain Remedies for Dummies***
29. Mideast ruler
30. Daisy Ridley’s “Star Wars” character
31. Photographer Adams
32. God of Canaan and Phoenicia
33. Unpleasant shooting or burning sensation caused by nerve damage or nervous system malfunction*
40. Eons
41. Hirsute
42. Glum
45. Pain may be a ____ of fibromyalgia*
46. Mammal endemic to Madagascar (anagram of “center”)
47. Malicious mutt
48. Attempt
49. reddish-brown gem
50. South American corn pancakes
52. Neurological condition that is the third most prevalent illness in the world*
56. ____ NeuroMusculoskeletal Institute in Stratford, NJ*
57. Actress Marisa
58. Door opener
59. Not working (with “on the”)
60. Be apologetic
61. “Are you a man ____ mouse?”
62. Queen of the North on “Game of Thrones”
63. Pain is seen in this condition, which is the result of coming up from deep water too quickly*
64. Vetoes

Down
1. Cavort or gambol
2. Midget buffalo
3. Mongolian desert
4. Aviated on one’s own
5. Units of light
6. Not fulfilled (as in needs)
7. Hardwood used in furniture
8. Letter that begins more words in English than any other
9. Hubub
10. In addition
11. Turkey ____
12. Eight notes
13. Dylan album “John ____ Harding”
14. Fertilizer ingredient
15. Some like it hot
16. Female servants in Asia
17. Sci-fi hero ____ Solo
18. 327,053 divided by 327,053
19. Univ. located in Pullman and Spokane
20. Consumed
21. Display of natural light
22. Enticed
23. Russian idol
24. Detective Wolfe
25. Strokes
26. Bit of dust
27. Two of them get beaten by three of a kind
28. Chinese bear
29. It’s inspired
30. Rage
31. Home of the Hospital for Special Surgery’s Pain Management Division, in brief*
32. ____ up or down, as in food
33. Display of natural light
34. What’s left
35. Simple or Carly
36. Young hawk
37. Russian idol
38. Pain medication may be prescribed in this form (in brief)*